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Cavity mode-width spectroscopy [1] and cavity mode-dispersion spectroscopy [2] techniques provide a way
to simultaneously determine absorption and dispersion of a sample by measuring widths and positions of enhancement cavity resonances. It was shown recently that the latter can also be efficiently combined with optical
frequency combs (OFCs) to perform dispersion measurements in a broad spectral range [3]. Here, we present
broadband measurements of 7-kHz-wide cavity resonances at Hz-level precision, resulting in complex spectra of
CO second overtone transitions [4]. To the best of our knowledge, the 7-kHz-wide cavity resonances shown in
this work are the narrowest spectral features measured directly with a frequency comb. Moreover, the presented
technique is capable of retrieving shapes of such cavity modes in several seconds, enabling future ultra-precise,
broadband and time-resolved spectroscopic measurements.

Fig. 1: Left part: (a) Measured cavity mode shape with a Lorentzian fit and fit residuals. The uncertainties for
mode width γ (HWHM) and ν0 are 1σ fit uncertainties. Right part: absorption (b) and dispersion (c) spectrum of
the 0-3 band of CO-N2 at 714 Torr with fit residuals based on complex Voigt profiles..

We couple a near-infrared OFC into a high-finesse optical cavity (F = 18500) and tightly lock the comb teeth
to the cavity modes, while absolute frequencies of the cavity modes are stabilized to an Rb frequency standard.
The OFC is Vernier-filtered by the cavity to obtain 4-GHz spacing between comb modes and transferred to a VIPA
spectrometer [5]. The VIPA spectrometer with resolution of 600 MHz and spectral bandwidth of 20 nm clearly
resolves individual comb lines. The shapes of the cavity modes are retrieved by tuning their positions with respect
to the OFC and recording the transmitted spectra. Each of the modes is subsequently fitted to a Lorentzian function
(shown on Fig. 1a) to obtain its width and position. The mode widths are converted to absorption coefficient and the
mode position shifts to refractive index and both are fitted to the complex Voigt profiles of probed transitions. We
obtain signal-to-noise ratio of 190 for absorption spectrum and of 380 for dispersion spectrum with expected better
performance for longer averaging times. We also report on broadband determination of group-delay dispersion of
the cavity mirrors based on observed cavity mode positions.
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